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Abstract:
Let L be a closed orientable Lagrangian submanifold of a closed symplectic six-manifold
(X,ω). We assume that the first homology group H1(L;A) with coefficients in a commu-
tative ring A injects into the group H1(X;A) and that X contains no Maslov zero pseudo-
holomorphic disc with boundary on L. Then, we prove that for every generic choice of a
tame almost-complex structure J on X, every relative homology class d ∈ H2(X,L;Z) and
adequate number of incidence conditions in L or X, the weighted number of J-holomorphic
discs with boundary on L, homologous to d, and either irreducible or reducible discon-
nected, which satisfy the conditions, does not depend on the generic choice of J , provided
that at least one incidence condition lies in L. These numbers thus define open Gromov-
Witten invariants in dimension six, taking values in the ring A.
Introduction
In the mid eighties, M. Gromov discovered that classical enumerative invariants of complex
geometry obtained by counting the number of curves satisfying some incidence conditions
in a smooth projective manifold actually only depend on the underlying Ka¨hler form of
the manifold up to deformation and not that much on the algebraic structure. A famous
example of such an enumerative invariant is the number of degree d rational curves passing
through 3d−1 generic points in the complex projective plane, a number later computed by
M. Kontsevich. The strategy followed by Gromov was to first introduce an auxiliary generic
almost-complex structure tamed by the Ka¨hler form and then to count in an appropriate
way the finite number of J-holomorphic curves satisfying the incidence conditions. He could
then prove that this number does not depend on the generic choice of the almost-complex
structure J . This approach and these results gave birth to the still developing theory of
Gromov-Witten invariants in symplectic geometry. A question then appeared together with
these works of Gromov and (later) Witten, [6], [22]. Given a closed Lagrangian submanifold
L of a closed symplectic manifold (X,ω), is it likewise possible to extract enumerative
invariants from the count of J-holomorphic discs of X with boundary on L and subject to
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given incidence conditions, in the sense that this number does not depend on the generic
choice of J? Though apparently similar, this question hides a new difficulty, namely, the
moduli spaces of J-holomorphic discs have real codimension one boundary components,
contrary to the moduli spaces of closed J-holomorphic curves. As a consequence, even the
invariance modulo two does not hold in general.
At the early 2000’s, such open Gromov-Witten invariants have been defined by C.C.
Liu and M. Katz in the presence of an action of the circle, see [7], [11], and by myself
when L is fixed by an antisymplectic involution, see [16], [17], [20] or also [3], [14]. In my
recent work [21], I define such open Gromov-Witten invariants when X is four-dimensional
and L orientable. The invariance then only holds modulo q ∈ N for discs homologous to a
class d ∈ H2(X,L;Z) such that ∂d = 0 ∈ H1(L;Z/qZ). I also introduce similar invariants
by counting reducible discs with a given number of irreducible components, see [21]. The
aim of this paper is to define similar open Gromov-Witten invariants in a six-dimensional
symplectic manifold.
Let thus (X,ω) be a closed symplectic six-manifold and L be a closed Lagrangian
submanifold of X. We again assume that L is orientable and moreover that the inclusion of
L into X induces an injective morphism H1(L;A)→ H1(X;A), where A is a commutative
ring. We also assume that X contains no Maslov zero pseudo-holomorphic disc with
boundary on L, in order no to have to take into account branched cover of discs. Under
these hypotheses, given a relative homology class d ∈ H2(X,L;Z) of positive Maslov index,
a generic almost-complex structure J tamed by the symplectic form and submanifolds of
L and X of adequate cardinality and dimensions, we prove that the weighted number of
J-holomorphic discs with boundary on L, homologous to d, either irreducible or reducible
disconnected and which meet all of the chosen submanifolds of L and X, only depends on
the homology classes of the submanifolds, of d and of ω up to deformation, while it dos not
depend on the generic choice of J . For this to be true, we nevertheless assume that at least
one submanifold has been chosen in L, which means that our discs at least contain one
marked point on their boundaries, see Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2. These J-holomorphic
discs are counted with respect to a sign, as usual in the theory of Gromov-Witten invariants,
but also with respect to a weight when they have more than one irreducible component.
This weight is defined in the following way. Let D be a J-holomorphic disc with boundary
on L having n > 1 disjoint irreducible components. The boundary of D is an oriented link
in L, each component of which has trivial homology class in H1(L;A). We then label every
vertex of the complete graph Kn (having n vertices) with one component of this link ∂D.
Every edge of Kn gets then decorated with the linking number of the knots associated to
its boundary vertices, since we have equipped L with an orientation and even actually with
a spin structure. These linking numbers take value in the ring A. Then, for every spanning
subtree T of Kn, we associate the product of the n − 1 linking numbers associated to its
n− 1 edges and get a number T∗ ∈ A. The sum of all these numbers T∗ over all spanning
subtrees of Kn provides the weight under which we count the disc D. This weight does not
depend on the labeling of the vertices of Kn, we call it self-linking weight, see Definition
2.4. As a consequence, the open Gromov-Witten invariants that we define here take value
in the commutative ring A. Recall that Kn contains exactly n
n−2 spanning subtrees, a
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formula established by J. J. Sylvester and A. Cayley, see [15], [2].
The paper is organized as follows. In the first paragraph, we introduce the moduli
spaces of pseudo-holomorphic discs and discuss some of their properties, see in particular
Proposition 1.9. The second paragraph is devoted to linking numbers, complete graphs and
spanning subtrees. We establish there Lemma 2.3, a key property of self-linking weights.
The last paragraph is devoted to the statement and proof of our result.
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1 Pseudo-holomorphic discs with boundary on a La-
grangian submanifold
1.1 The automorphism group of Poincare´’s unit disc
Let ∆ = {z ∈ C | |z| ≤ 1} be the closed complex unit disc and H = {z ∈ C | ℑz > 0}
be the upper half plane. Denote by
◦
∆ the interior of ∆ and by H the closure of H in the
Riemann sphere. The homography z ∈ H 7→ z−i
z+i
∈ ∆ is an isomorphism which we fix in
order to identify ∆ and H in the sequel.
1.1.1 Orientation
The group Aut(∆) of automorphisms of ∆ is isomorphic to PSL2(R) = Aut(H). It acts
transitively and without fixed point on the product ∂∆×
◦
∆ by (φ, z, ζ) ∈ Aut(∆) ×
∂∆×
◦
∆ 7→ (φ(z), φ(ζ)) ∈ ∂∆×
◦
∆. The product ∂∆×
◦
∆ being canonically oriented, this
action induces an orientation on Aut(∆) which we fix once for all.
In the same way, Aut(∆) acts transitively and without fixed point on the open subset
of (∂∆)3 made of cyclically ordered triple of distinct points. The orientation induced on
Aut(∆) by this action coincides with the one we just fixed, see Lemma 1.1.
For every ǫ > 0, denote by rǫ : z ∈ ∆ 7→ exp(iǫ)z ∈ ∆, tǫ : z ∈ H 7→ z + ǫ ∈ H and
hǫ : z ∈ H 7→ (1 + ǫ)z ∈ H. Denote by
.
r0=
∂
∂ǫ
|ǫ=0rǫ,
.
t0=
∂
∂ǫ
|ǫ=0tǫ and
.
h0=
∂
∂ǫ
|ǫ=0hǫ the
associated holomorphic vector fields of ∆.
Lemma 1.1 The triple (
.
r0,
.
t0,
.
h0) forms a direct basis of the Lie algebra aut(∆). More-
over, the action of Aut(∆) on the open subset of (∂∆)3 made of cyclically ordered triple of
distinct points preserves orientations.
Proof:
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Let us identify ∂∆×
◦
∆ with the orbit of (1, 0) under the action of Aut(∆). The
differential of this action maps
.
r0 onto the positive generator of T1∂∆ whereas it maps
(
.
t0,
.
h0) onto a direct basis of TiH. The first part of the lemma follows. Now, (∞,−1, 1)
forms a cyclically ordered triple of distinct points on ∂H. The differential of the action
of Aut(H) on this triple maps
.
r0 on the sum of positive generators of T∞∂H, T−1∂H and
T1∂H, whereas it maps
.
t0 onto the sum of positive generators of T−1∂H and T1∂H and
.
h0
onto the sum of a negative generator of T−1∂H and a positive generator of T1∂H, hence
the result. 
Remark 1.2 It follows from Lemma 1.1 that our convention of orientation of Aut(∆) is
the same as the one adopted by Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono in §8 of [5].
1.1.2 Glueing of automorphisms
Denote by ∆0 the nodal disc obtained as the closure of (H × {0}) ∪ ({0} × H) ⊂ C
2
in CP 2. Likewise, for every η ≥ 0, denote by ∆η the closure in CP
2 of the hyperbola
{(x, y) ∈ H2 | xy = −η}. For every ǫ > 0, denote by τǫ : x ∈ H 7→
x
1−ǫx
∈ H the translation
of H fixing the origin and by κǫ : x ∈ H 7→
1
1+ǫ
x ∈ H the homothety of weight 1
1+ǫ
, so that
the corresponding pair (
.
τ 0,
.
κ0) of holomorphic vector fields forms a direct basis of the Lie
algebra aut(H, 0), where Aut(H, 0) denotes the group of automorphisms of H fixing the
boundary point 0. The group of automorphisms of ∆0 is isomorphic to Aut(H, 0)
2 and is
oriented in such a way that its action on the interior
◦
∆0 gets orientation preserving.
Proposition 1.3 The elements (
.
τ 0, 0) , (0,
.
τ 0) and (−
.
κ0,
.
κ0) of the Lie algebra aut(∆0) =
aut(H, 0)2 holomorphically deform as a direct basis of aut(∆η) for every η > 0. Moreover,
the infinitesimal action of (
.
κ0, 0) by reparametrization of maps ∆0 → ∆0 extends as an
inward normal holomorphic vector field transverse to the fibers ∆η of ∪η>0∆η, lifting
∂
∂η
.
The action of Aut(∆0) by reparameterization of maps ∆0 → ∆0 is defined by (g, u) ∈
Aut(∆0)× Hol(∆0,∆0) 7→ u ◦ g
−1 ∈ Hol(∆0,∆0).
Proof:
For every η > 0, let us parameterize the interior of ∆η by the map x ∈ H 7→ (x,
−η
x
) ∈
◦
∆η.
For every ǫ ≥ 0, the translation τǫ induces through this parameterization the automor-
phism (x, y) ∈ ∆η 7→ (τǫ(x), y + ǫη) ∈ ∆η. The associated holomorphic vector field (
.
τ 0, η)
of ∆η deforms (
.
τ 0, 0). By symmetry, the pair (η,
.
τ 0) defines an element of aut(∆η) de-
forming (0,
.
τ 0). Likewise, the homothety κǫ induces through our parameterization the
automorphism (x, y) ∈ ∆η 7→ (κǫ(x), hǫ(y)) ∈ ∆η. The associated holomorphic vector field
(
.
κ0,−
.
κ0) deforms the opposite of (−
.
κ0,
.
κ0). The evaluation map at i ∈ H sends the
pair (
.
τ 0,
.
κ0) to a direct basis of TiH. By deformation, for every η > 0 close to zero, the
pairs (
.
τ 0, η) and (
.
κ0,−
.
κ0) evaluate as a direct basis of T(i,ηi)∆η. The vector field (η,
.
τ 0)
evaluates as a direct basis of T∂∆η and is close to zero at (i, ηi). As a consequence, the
triple (η,
.
τ 0), (
.
τ 0, η) and (
.
κ0,−
.
κ0) defines a direct basis of aut(∆η).
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Finally, the biholomorphism (x, y) ∈ H2 7→ (ηx, y) ∈ H2 maps ∆1 onto ∆η for every
η > 0. It is obtained by integration of the vector field (
.
h0, 0). The latter is the image of
(
.
κ0, 0) under the infinitesimal action of Aut(∆0) by reparameterization of maps ∆0 → ∆0.

Corollary 1.4 Let (∆η)η≥0 be the standard deformation of the nodal disc ∆0. Then , a
direct basis of the Lie algebra aut(∆0) deforms as the concatenation of an outward normal
vector field lifting − ∂
∂η
and a direct basis of aut(∆η), η > 0.
Proof:
This Corollary 1.4 follows from Proposition 1.3 and the fact that the quadruple (
.
τ 0, 0)
, (0,
.
τ 0), (−
.
κ0,
.
κ0) and (
.
κ0, 0) defines a direct basis of aut(∆0). 
1.2 Moduli spaces of simple discs
We denote by P(X,L) = {(u, J) ∈ C1(∆, X)×Jω | u(∂∆) ⊂ L and du+J |u ◦du◦ jst = 0}
the space of pseudo-holomorphic maps from ∆ to the pair (X,L), where jst denotes the
standard complex structure of ∆ and Jω the space of almost-complex structures on X of
class C l tamed by ω, l ≫ 1. Note that J being of class C l, the regularity of such pseudo-
holomorphic maps u is actually more than C l, see [12]. More generally, for every r, s ∈ N,
we denote by Pr,s(X,L) = {((u, J), z, ζ) ∈ P(X,L) × ((∂∆)
r \ diag∂∆) × ((
◦
∆)s \ diag∆)},
where diag∂∆ = {(z1, . . . , zr) ∈ (∂∆)
r | ∃i 6= j, zi = zj} and diag∆ = {(ζ1, . . . , ζs) ∈
∆s | ∃i 6= j, ζi = ζj}.
Following [9], [8], [1], we define
Definition 1.5 A pseudo-holomorphic map u is said to be simple iff there is a dense
open subset ∆inj ⊂ ∆ such that ∀z ∈ ∆inj, u
−1(u(z)) = {z} and du|z 6= 0.
We denote by P∗r,s(X,L) the subset of simple elements of Pr,s(X,L). It is a separable
Banach manifold which is naturally embedded as a submanifold of class C l−k of the space
W k,p(∆, X)× Jω for every 1≪ k ≪ l and p > 2, see Proposition 3.2 of [12].
For every d ∈ H2(X,L;Z), we denote by P
d
r,s(X,L) = {(u, J) ∈ P
∗
r,s(X,L) | u∗[∆] = d}
and by Mdr,s(X,L) = P
d
r,s(X,L)/Aut(∆), where Aut(∆) acts by composition on the right,
see §1.1. The latter is equipped with a projection π : [u, J, z, ζ] ∈ Mdr,s(X,L) 7→ J ∈ Jω
and an evaluation map ev : [u, J, z, ζ] ∈Mdr,s(X,L) 7→ (u(z), u(ζ)) ∈ L
r ×Xs.
We recall the following classical result due to Gromov (see [6], [12], [5]).
Theorem 1.6 For every closed Lagrangian submanifold L of a six-dimensional closed
symplectic manifold (X,ω) and every d ∈ H2(X,L;Z), r, s ∈ N, the space M
d
r,s(X,L) is a
separable Banach manifold and the projection π : Mdr,s(X,L) → Jω is Fredholm of index
µL(d) + r + 2s. 
Note that from Sard-Smale’s theorem [13], the set of regular values of π is dense of the
second category. As a consequence, for a generic choice of J ∈ Jω, the moduli space
Md0,0(X,L; J) = π
−1(J) is a manifold of dimension µL(d) as soon as it is not empty.
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Forgetting the marked points defines a map (u, J, z, ζ) ∈ Pdr,s(X,L) 7→ (u, J) ∈ P
d
0,0(X,L)
which quotients as a forgetful map fr,s :M
d
r,s(X,L)→M
d
0,0(X,L) whose fibers are canon-
ically oriented. When L is equipped with a Spin structure, the manifolds Mdr,s(X,L; J),
r, s ∈ N, inherit canonical orientations, see Theorem 8.1.1 of [5]. We adopt the follow-
ing convention for orienting these moduli spaces. When J is a generic almost-complex
structure tamed by ω, the manifold Pd0,0(X,L; J) inherits an orientation from the Spin
structure of L, see Theorem 8.1.1 of [5]. This orientation induces an orientation on
the manifold Md0,0(X,L; J) = P
d
0,0(X,L; J)/Aut(∆) such that at every point (u, J) ∈
Pd0,0(X,L; J), the concatenation of a direct basis of T[u,J ]M
d
0,0(X,L; J) in a horizontal
space of T(u,J)P
d
0,0(X,L; J) followed by a direct basis of the orbit of Aut(∆) at (u, J) de-
fines a direct basis of T(u,J)P
d
0,0(X,L; J). This is the convention 8.2.1.2 adopted by Fukaya,
Oh, Ohta and Ono in [5], so that our orientation of Md0,0(X,L; J), which we call the quo-
tient orientation, coincides with the one introduced in [5]. The manifold Mdr,s(X,L; J)
is then oriented in such a way that at every point, the concatenation of a direct basis of
T[u,J ]M
d
0,0(X,L; J) with a direct basis of the fiber of the forgetful map fr,s provides a direct
basis of T[u,J ]M
d
r,s(X,L; J). (The latter convention differs in general from the one adopted
by Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and Ono in [5].)
1.3 Moduli spaces of nodal discs
Let d1, d2 ∈ H2(X,L;Z) be such that µL(d1) > 1, µL(d2) > 1. For every z ∈ ∂∆ and
i ∈ {1, 2}, denote by evz : (u, J) ∈ P
di
0,0(X,L) 7→ u(z) ∈ L the evaluation map at the
point z. As soon as J is generic, the restrictions of these evaluation maps to Pdi0,0(X,L; J)
are submersions. We then denote by P
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L) the fiber product P
d1
0,0(X,L) ev1×ev−1
Pd20,0(X,L). As soon as J is generic enough, P
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J) is a manifold of dimension
µL(d1 + d2) + 3 since X is six-dimentional throughout this paper. When L is equipped
with a Spin structure, it is canonically oriented from [5]. Let us recall the convention of
orientation of this manifold.
Let (u1, u2, J) ∈ P
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J) and (v1, v2, v3) (resp. (w1, w2, w3)) be elements of
Tu1P
d1
0,0(X,L; J) (resp. Tu2P
d2
0,0(X,L; J)) such that (v1(1), v2(1), v3(1)) (resp. (w1(−1), w2(−1),
w3(−1))) forms a direct basis of Tu1(1)L (resp. w1(−1) = v1(1), w2(−1) = v2(1), w3(−1) =
v3(1)). Let B1 (resp. B2) be an ordered family of µL(d1) (resp. µL(d2)) elements of
Tu1P
d1
0,0(X,L; J) (resp. Tu2P
d2
0,0(X,L; J)) such that (B1, v1, v2, v3) (resp. (w1, w2, w3,B2))
defines a direct basis of Tu1P
d1
0,0(X,L; J) (resp. Tu2P
d2
0,0(X,L; J)). Then, the manifold
P
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J) is oriented such that the basis (B1, v1 + w1, v2 + w2, v3 + w3,B2) of
T(u1,u2,J)P
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J) becomes direct. We then denote by M
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L) the quotient
P
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L)/Aut(∆0), where ∆0 denotes the nodal disc, see §1.1.2. When J is generic
enough, M
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L) is a manifold of dimension µL(d1 + d2) − 1 which we equip with
the quotient orientation as in §1.2. This convention of orientation coincides thus with the
one adopted in [5]. Note the the tautological involution M
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L) → M
(d2,d1)
0,0 (X,L)
which exchanges the discs preserves the orientation since the Maslov indices µL(d1), µL(d2)
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are even. Finally, for every r, s ∈ N, we denote by P
(d1,d2)
r,s (X,L) = P
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L)× ((∂∆0 \
{node})r \ diag∂∆0) × ((
◦
∆0)
s \ diag∆0)}, where diag∂∆0 = {(z1, . . . , zr) ∈ (∂∆0)
r | ∃i 6=
j, zi = zj} and diag∆0 = {(ζ1, . . . , ζs) ∈ ∆
s
0 | ∃i 6= j, ζi = ζj}. We then denote by
M
(d1,d2)
r,s (X,L) = P
(d1,d2)
r,s (X,L)/Aut(∆0) and by fr,s :M
(d1,d2)
r,s (X,L)→M
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L) the
associated forgetful map, whose fibers are canonically oriented. When J is a generic almost-
complex structure tamed by ω, the manifolds M
(d1,d2)
r,s (X,L; J) are oriented in such a way
that at every point [u1, u2, J, z, ζ] ∈ M
(d1,d2)
r,s (X,L; J), the concatenation of a direct basis
of T[u1,u2,J,z,ζ]M
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J) in a horizontal space with a direct basis of the fiber of the
forgetful map fr,s at [u1, u2, J, z, ζ] provides a direct basis of T[u1,u2,J,z,ζ]M
(d1,d2)
r,s (X,L; J).
(The latter convention differs in general from the one adopted by Fukaya, Oh, Ohta and
Ono in [5].)
From Gromov’s compactness and glueing theorems (see for example [4], [5], [1]), the
spaceM
(d1,d2)
r,s (X,L; J) canonically identifies as a component of the boundary of the moduli
space Md1+d2r,s (X,L; J). The following Proposition 1.7, analogous to Proposition 8.3.3 of
[5], compares the orientation ofM
(d1,d2)
r,s (X,L; J) with the one induced byMd1+d2r,s (X,L; J).
Proposition 1.7 Let L be a closed Lagrangian Spin submanifold of a closed symplectic
six-manifold (X,ω). Let d1, d2 ∈ H2(X,L;Z) be such that µL(d1) ≥ 2, µL(d2) ≥ 2 and let
r, s ∈ N. Then, for every generic almost-complex structure J tamed by ω, the incidence
index 〈∂Md1+d2r,s (X,L; J),M
(d1,d2)
r,s (X,L; J)〉 equals −1.
Proof:
The glueing map of J-holomorphic discs preserves the orientations of the fibers of
the forgetful map fr,s, so that from our conventions of orientations of moduli spaces, it
suffices to prove the result for r = s = 0. From Lemma 8.3.5 of [5], the glueing map
of J-holomorphic maps P
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J) → P
d1+d2
0,0 (X,L; J) preserves orientations. Let
(u1, u2, J) ∈ P
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J), B1 be a direct basis of T[u1,u2,J ]M
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J) and B0 a
direct basis of the linearized orbit of Aut(∆0) at (u1, u2, J). Then, by definition, the con-
catenation (B1,B0) defines a direct basis of T(u1,u2,J)P
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J). Now, let (u1#Ru2)R≫1
be a path of Pd1+d20,0 (X,L; J) transversal to P
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J) at u1#∞u2 = (u1, u2) given
by the glueing map. From Corollary 1.4, B0 deforms for R < +∞ as a pair (n,B
′
0) of
T(u1#Ru2,J)P
d1+d2
0,0 (X,L; J), where B
′
0 is a direct basis of the linearized orbit of Aut(∆) at
u1#Ru2 and n points towards the boundary of P
d1+d2
0,0 (X,L; J). As a consequence, (B1, n)
deforms as a direct basis of T(u1#Ru2,J)M
d1+d2
0,0 (X,L; J). The result now follows from the
fact that the cardinality of B1 is odd. 
1.4 Moduli spaces of reducible discs
Let n ≥ 1 and d1, . . . , dn ∈ H2(X,L;Z) be such that µL(di) > 0, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. For
every almost-complex structure J tamed by ω, we denote by Md1,...,dn0,0 (X,L; J) the di-
rect product Md10,0(X,L; J) × · · · × M
dn
0,0(X,L; J) and by P
d1,...,dn
0,0 (X,L) the correspond-
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ing fiber product Pd10,0(X,L) ×Jω · · · ×Jω P
dn
0,0(X,L). When J is generic enough and
L Spin, Md1,...,dn0,0 (X,L; J) is a manifold of dimension µL(d1 + · · · + dn) equipped with
its product orientation. Since the manifolds Mdi0,0(X,L; J) are even dimensional, i ∈
{1, . . . , n}, this product orientation coincides with the quotient orientation induced by
Pd1,...,dn0,0 (X,L; J)/Aut(∆)
n, where Pd1,...,dn0,0 (X,L; J) =
∏n
i=1P
di
0,0(X,L; J) is itself equipped
with the product orientation. For every r, s ∈ N, we likewise define Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L) as
the quotient of Pd1,...,dn0,0 (X,L) × ((∂∆ ∪ · · · ∪ ∂∆)
r \ diag∂∆) × ((
◦
∆ ∪ · · · ∪
◦
∆)s \ diag∆)}
by Aut(∆)n, where diag∂∆ = {(z1, . . . , zr) ∈ (∂∆ ∪ · · · ∪ ∂∆)
r | ∃i 6= j, zi = zj} and
diag∆ = {(ζ1, . . . , ζs) ∈ (∆ ∪ · · · ∪ ∆)
s | ∃i 6= j, ζi = ζj}. It is equipped with a forgetful
map fr,s : M
d1,...,dn
r,s (X,L) → M
d1,...,dn
0,0 (X,L) whose fibers are canonically oriented by the
complex structure. For generic J , the manifold Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J) is as before oriented in
such a way that at every point [u1, . . . , un, J, z, ζ], the concatenation of a direct basis of
T[u1,...,un,J,z,ζ]M
d1,...,dn
0,0 (X,L; J) in a horizontal space with a direct basis of the fiber of the for-
getful map fr,s at [u1, . . . , un, J, z, ζ] provides a direct basis of T[u1,...,un,J ]M
d1,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J).
This orientation is not the quotient orientation of Pd1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J)/Aut(∆)
n. The tauto-
logical action of the group of permutation of {d1, . . . , dn} on these spacesM
d1,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J)
preserves the orientations, since the manifolds Mdi0,0(X,L; J) are even dimensional.
In the same way, for every n ≥ 2, we denote by M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
0,0 (X,L; J) the direct
product M
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J) × M
d3
0,0(X,L; J) × · · · × M
dn
0,0(X,L; J) and equip it with the
product orientation, see §1.3. We likewise define, for every r, s ∈ N, the correspond-
ing space M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J) and still denote by fr,s : M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J) →
M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
0,0 (X,L; J) the forgetful map, whose fibers are canonically oriented. We orient
M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J) as the concatenation of the orientation of M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
0,0 (X,L; J)
with the orientation of the fibers of fr,s.
Note that every element ofM
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J) is parameterized by the nodal disc ∆0 and
thus possess a special point, the node • of ∆0. We denote by f• : M
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J) →
Md1,d20,0 (X,L; J) the tautological map forgetting this special point • and also by f• :
M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J)→Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J) the induced forgetful map.
Lemma 1.8 Let L be a closed oriented Lagrangian submanifold of a closed symplectic
six-manifold (X,ω). Let r, s ∈ N, n ≥ 2 and d1, . . . , dn ∈ H2(X,L;Z) be such that µL(dj) ≥
2, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then, for every generic almost-complex structure J tamed by ω, the
image f•
(
M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J)
)
is, outside of a codimension two subspace, a canonically
cooriented codimension one submanifold of Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J).
Note that the Lagrangian L is only supposed to be oriented in Lemma 1.8, so that the
canonical coorientation given by this lemma does not originate from orientations of the
moduli spaces M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J) and Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J).
Proof:
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Let [u1, . . . , un, J, z, ζ] ∈ M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J) where J is generic. Outside of a sub-
space of codimension more than two of M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J), the differentials of u1
and u2 at the node • do not vanish. Moreover, outside of a codimension two subspace
of M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J), the lines Im(d|•u1|∂∆) and Im(d|•u2|∂∆) are in direct sum in
Tu1(•)L. These lines are moreover canonically oriented, so that the normal line N• to the
oriented plane Im(d|•u1|∂∆)⊕ Im(d|•u2|∂∆) in the oriented three-space Tu1(•)L inherits an
orientation. Now, since the Maslov index µL(d1) is greater than one and J is generic,
the map u1 deforms as a family (u
λ
1)λ∈]−ǫ,ǫ[ in M
d1
0,0(X,L; J) such that u
λ
1(•) is positively
transverse to Im(d|•u1|∂∆)⊕Im(d|•u2|∂∆) at λ = 0. The family [u
λ
1 , u2, . . . , un, J, z, ζ]λ∈]−ǫ,ǫ[
of Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J) is then transversal to f• : M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J) at λ = 0 and the
canonical coorientation of this image is defined such that this family becomes positively
transverse. 
Note that the tautological involution which exchange the discs of class d1 and d2
preserves the coorientations given by Lemma 1.8. When L is Spin, the orientations of
the spaces M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J) and Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J) also induce a coorientation of
f• : M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J) in Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J). We denote the incidence index between
these coorientations by 〈Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J),M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J)〉, so that it equals +1
if they coincide and −1 otherwise.
Proposition 1.9 Let L be a closed Spin Lagrangian submanifold of a closed symplec-
tic six-manifold (X,ω). Let r, s ∈ N, n ≥ 2 and d1, . . . , dn ∈ H2(X,L;Z) be such that
µL(dj) ≥ 2, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then, for every generic almost-complex structure J tamed by
ω, 〈Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J),M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J)〉 = +1, whereas
〈∂Md1+d2,d3,...,dnr,s (X,L; J),M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J)〉 = −1.
Proof:
The glueing map of J-holomorphic discs preserves the orientations of the fibers of the
forgetful map fr,s, so that from our conventions of orientations of moduli spaces, it suffices
to prove the result for r = s = 0. Moreover, the spaces M
dj
0,0(X,L; J) being even dimen-
sional, it suffices to prove the result for n = 2. The second part of Proposition 1.9 thus
follows from Proposition 1.7. Let then [u1, u2, J ] ∈M
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J). We may assume that
the lines Im(d|•u1|∂∆) and Im(d|•u2|∂∆) are in direct sum in Tu1(•)L and that the differen-
tials of the evaluation mapsM
dj
0,0(X,L; J)→ L, j ∈ {1, 2}, at the node • are surjective. Let
.
r1 (resp.
.
r2) be an element of Aut(∆) whose action onM
d1
0,0(X,L; J) (resp. M
d2
0,0(X,L; J))
evaluated at the node • positively generates Im(d|•u1|∂∆) (resp. Im(d|•u2|∂∆)). Let
r∗1 (resp. r
∗
2) be an element of Tu2M
d2
0,0(X,L; J) (resp. Tu1M
d1
0,0(X,L; J)) whose eval-
uation at the node • coincides with
.
r1 (resp.
.
r2), so that
.
r1 +r
∗
1 and r
∗
2+
.
r2 define
elements of T[u1,u2,J ]M
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J). Let ν = ν1 + ν2 ∈ M
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J) be an ele-
ment such that ν(•) = ν1(•) = ν2(•) positively generates the normal N• to the ori-
ented plane Im(d|•u1|∂∆) ⊕ Im(d|•u2|∂∆) in the oriented three-space Tu1(•)L. By con-
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struction, the basis (
.
r1(•), r
∗
2(•), ν1(•)) = (r
∗
1(•),
.
r2(•), ν2(•)) of Tu1(•)L is direct. Let
(
.
t1,
.
h1) (resp. (
.
t2,
.
h2)) be a pair of elements of aut(∆) which vanish at the node •,
so that (
.
r1,
.
t1,
.
h1) (resp. (
.
r2,
.
t2,
.
h2)) is a direct basis of the Lie algebra aut(∆). Let
B1 (resp. B2) be a family of elements of T(u1,J)P
d1
0,0(X,L; J) (resp. T(u2,J)P
d2
0,0(X,L; J))
such that the basis (B1,
.
t1,
.
h1,
.
r1, r
∗
2, ν1) (resp. (r
∗
1,
.
r2, ν2,B2,
.
t2,
.
h2)) of T(u1,J)P
d1
0,0(X,L; J)
(resp. T(u2,J)P
d2
0,0(X,L; J)) is direct. By definition, the basis (B1,
.
t1,
.
h1,
.
r1 +r
∗
1, r
∗
2+
.
r2, ν1+
ν2,B2,
.
t2,
.
h2) of T(u1,u2,J)P
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J) is direct, so that (B1,
.
r1 +r
∗
1, r
∗
2+
.
r2, ν1+ν2,B2) is a
direct basis of T[u1,u2,J ]M
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J). Likewise, (B1,
.
t1,
.
h1,
.
r1, r
∗
2, ν1, r
∗
1,
.
r2, ν2,B2,
.
t2,
.
h2)
is a direct basis of T(u1,u2,J)P
d1,d2
0,0 (X,L; J), so that (B1, r
∗
2, ν1, r
∗
1, ν2,B2) is an indirect basis
of T[u1,u2,J ]M
d1,d2
0,0 (X,L; J). The differential of the forgetful map f• sends our basis (B1,
.
r1
+r∗1, r
∗
2+
.
r2, ν1 + ν2,B2) onto the family (B1, r
∗
1, r
∗
2, ν1 + ν2,B2) of T[u1,u2,J ]M
d1,d2
0,0 (X,L; J).
The canonical coorientation given by Lemma 1.8 is defined such that ν1 is inward nor-
mal. The incidence index 〈Md1,d20,0 (X,L; J),M
(d1,d2)
0,0 (X,L; J)〉 thus equals +1 if and only if
the basis (−ν1,B1, r
∗
1, r
∗
2, ν1 + ν2,B2) of T[u1,u2,J ]M
d1,d2
0,0 (X,L; J) is direct. The result thus
follows from the parity of the cardinality of B1. 
2 Linking numbers, complete graphs and spanning
subtrees
2.1 Complete graphs
2.1.1 Definitions
For every positive integer n, denote by Kn the complete graph having n vertices. Denote
by Sn (resp En) its set of vertices (resp
(
n
2
)
edges). For every e ∈ En+1, let ce : Kn+1 → Kn
be the contraction map of the edge e. It is defined as the quotient map of Kn+1 by the
following equivalence relation R (see Figure 1):
• ∀s1, s2 ∈ Sn+1, s1Rs2 if and only if s1 and s2 bound e.
• ∀e1, e2 ∈ En+1, e1Re2 if and only if e1 and e2 have one common boundary vertex and
the other one bounding e.
The contraction map ce is surjective. The graph Kn contains a unique vertex se whose
inverse image under ce does not reduce to a singleton, but to the two bounding vertices of
e. The inverse image to an edge of Kn is made of one or two edges depending on whether
this edge contains se in its boundary or not.
Finally, for every commutative ring A and every positive integer n, we denote by An =∑
e∈En
A.e the free A-module generated by the edges of Kn. For every edge e0 of Kn+1, we
then denote by 1e0 = 1.e0 the associated generator of the factor A.e0. The contraction map
ce0 induces a morphism of A-modules (ce0)∗ :
∑
e∈En+1
ae.e ∈ An+1 7→
∑
e∈En+1
ae.ce0(e) ∈
An which contains A.e0 in its kernel.
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Figure 1: Contraction map on K4
2.1.2 Spanning subtrees
For every positive integer n, a subtree of Kn is called a spanning subtree if and only if it
contains all the vertices of Kn. These subtrees are maximal with respect to the inclusion,
they form a set Tn of cardinality n
n−2 as was established by J. J. Sylvester and A. Cayley,
see [15], [2]. Likewise, for every e ∈ En, we denote by T
e
n the subset of Tn made of trees
containing the edge e.
Lemma 2.1 Let n ∈ N∗ and e ∈ En+1. Then, the contraction map ce induces a
surjective map T ∈ T en+1 7→ ce(T ) ∈ Tn. Moreover, the inverse image of an element T ∈ Tn
under this map contains 2νT (se) elements, where νT (se) denotes the valence of the special
vertex se in T .
Proof:
Let T ∈ T en+1. Since T spans Kn+1, ce(T ) spans Tn. Moreover, ce(T ) cannot contain a
cycle disjoint from se, since the inverse image of such a cycle would produce a cycle in T .
Likewise, it cannot contain a cycle containing se, since any inverse image of such a cycle in
Kn+1 to which we add e is a cycle of Kn+1. As a consequence, the image of every element
of T en+1 under ce is indeed a spanning subtree of Kn. If now T denotes an element of Tn,
any inverse image of T under ce, to which we add e, provides an element of T
e
n+1, so that
our map is surjective. The number of inverse images of T is 2νT (se) since every edge of Kn
has one or two inverse images under ce depending on whether it contains se or not in its
boundary. 
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For every T ∈ Tn, denote by En(T ) the set of its n− 1 edges and by T∗ :
∑
e∈En
ae.e ∈
An 7→
∏
e∈En(T )
ae ∈ A the associated (n− 1)-linear form on the free A-module An associ-
ated to any commutative ring A, see §2.1.1.
Definition 2.2 For every positive integer n and commutative ring A, the (n−1)-linear
form Φn =
∑
T∈Tn
T∗ : An → A is called the n
th forested form.
Note that K1 does not contain any edge, so that A1 = {1} and that Φ1 : A1 → A is the
trivial map whose image is the unit element of A. We now reach the aim of this paragraph,
namely the following key Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.3 Let n be a positive integer and A a commutative ring. Then, for every
a ∈ An+1 and e0 ∈ En+1, Φn+1(a+1e0)−Φn+1(a) = Φn ◦ (ce0)∗(a), where Φn, Φn+1 are the
forested forms given by Definition 2.2.
Proof:
Let T ∈ Tn and T1, . . . , T2νT (se) be the inverse images of T in T
e
n+1 given by Lemma 2.1.
Then, for every a ∈ An+1, the composition T∗ ◦ (ce0)∗(a) writes∏
e∈En(T ) | se /∈∂e
e∗ ◦ (ce0)∗(a)
∏
e∈En(T ) | se∈∂e
((e1)∗ + (e2)∗)(a),
where for every e ∈ En, e∗ denotes the projection a ∈ An 7→ ae ∈ A and if se0 bounds e,
e1 and e2 denote the two inverse images of e under ce0 . By developing this expression, we
deduce that T∗ ◦ (ce0)∗(a) =
∑2νT (se)
j=1
(
(Tj)∗(a+1e0)− (Tj)∗(a)
)
∈ A. We then deduce from
Lemma 2.1 after summation that Φn ◦ (ce0)∗(a) =
∑
T∈T
e0
n+1
(T∗(a+ 1e0)− T∗(a)) ∈ A. The
result now follows from the fact that when T ∈ Tn+1\T
e0
n+1, the difference T∗(a+1e0)−T∗(a)
vanishes by definition of T∗. 
Note that for every n ∈ N∗, the group of permutation of Sn acts by permutation on En
and Tn. It also acts by automorphisms on An, preserving the forested form Φn.
2.2 Linking numbers
Let L be a closed oriented three-dimensional manifold and A be a commutative ring.
We denote by C0(S1, L) the space of continuous functions from the circle into L and
by C0A(S
1, L) = {γ ∈ C0(S1, L) | γ∗[S
1] = 0 ∈ H1(L;A)} those whose image vanish
in homology. For every positive integer n, we call link with n components any element
(γ1, . . . , γn) ∈ C
0
A(S
1, L)n such that the images of γi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, are disjoint from each
other. We denote by En(L,A) the space of links of L having n components (homologically
trivial in H1(L;A)).
For every (γ1, γ2) ∈ E
2(L,A), let Γ2 be a two-chain of L with coefficient in A such that
∂Γ2 = γ2 as a one-cycle of L. We call linking number of γ1 and γ2 the intersection index
γ1 ◦ Γ2 ∈ A ; it is denoted by lk2(γ1, γ2). This index does not depend on the choice of Γ2.
It moreover satisfy the following properties.
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A1: Symmetry
For every (γ1, γ2) ∈ E
2(L,A), lk2(γ1, γ2) = lk2(γ2, γ1).
A2: Homotopy
For every continuous function f : [0, 1]→ E2(L,A), lk2 ◦ f : [0, 1]→ A is constant.
A3: Vanishing
For every contractile open subset U of L and every (γ1, γ2) ∈ E
2(L,A) such that
Im(γ1) ⊂ U and Im(γ2) ∩ U = ∅, lk2(γ1, γ2) = 0.
A4: Additivity
For every (γ′1, γ2) ∈ E
2(L,A) and (γ′′1 , γ2) ∈ E
2(L,A) such that γ′1(1) = γ
′′
1 (1), lk2(γ
′
1 ∗
γ′′1 , γ2) = lk2(γ
′
1, γ2) + lk2(γ
′′
1 , γ2), where γ
′
1 ∗ γ
′′
1 denotes the concatenation of the loops γ
′
1
and γ′′1 .
A5: Normalization
Let (γ1, γ2) ∈ E
2(L,A) be such that γ2 extends to en embedding of the unit disc ∆ in L.
Then, if the intersection index γ1◦γ2(∆) equals one, so does the linking number lk2(γ1, γ2).
More generally, let γ = (γ1, . . . , γn) ∈ E
n(L,A) be a link with n components, n ≥ 1.
Let us choose a bijection between the set Sn of vertices of the complete graph Kn and the
set {γ1, . . . , γn}. For every edge e ∈ En, its boundary ∂e consists of two vertices of Kn
which are then associated to a link in E2(L,A). We denote by lk2(∂e) ∈ A its linking
number. This provides an element aγ =
∑
e∈En
lk2(∂e).e in the A-module An introduced in
§2.1.1 and we set lkn(γ) = Φn(aγ) ∈ A, where Φn is the forested form given by Definition
2.2. This element lkn(γ) does not depend on the choice of the bijection Sn → {γ1, . . . , γn}.
Definition 2.4 For every link γ ∈ En(L,A) with n components, n ≥ 1, the element
lkn(γ) ∈ A is called its self-linking weight.
In particular, when n = 1, lk1(γ) = 1 whatever γ ∈ E
1(L,A) is. For n = 2, the self linking
weight given by Definition 2.4 is just the linking number of the two components of the link.
The self-linking weight satisfies the following properties.
B1: Symmetry
For every (γ1, . . . , γn) ∈ E
n(L,A) and every permutation σ of {1, . . . , n}, n ≥ 1,
lkn(γ1, . . . , γn) = lkn(γσ(1), . . . , γσ(n)).
B2: Homotopy
For every continuous function f : [0, 1]→ En(L,A), lkn ◦ f : [0, 1]→ A is constant.
B3: Vanishing
For every contractile open subset U of L and every (γ1, . . . , γn) ∈ E
n(L,A) such that
Im(γ1) ⊂ U and Im(γj) ∩ U = ∅, j ∈ {2, . . . , n}, lkn(γ1, . . . , γn) = 0.
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3 Open Gromov-Witten invariants in dimension six
3.1 Statement of the result
Let (X,ω) be a closed symplectic manifold of dimension six. Let L ⊂ X be a closed ori-
entable Lagrangian submanifold equipped with a Spin structure (and thus an orientation).
We assume that there is a commutative ring A such that the inclusion L → X induces
an injective morphism H1(L;A)→ H1(X;A) in homology. We denote by Jω the space of
almost-complex structures of X tamed by ω and of class C l, l ≫ 1. We then denote by
J 6=0ω a connected open subset of Jω such that for every J ∈ J
6=0
ω , X contains no Maslov
zero J-holomorphic disc with boundary on L.
Let d ∈ H2(X,L;Z) be of positive Maslov index µL(d), r, s be non-negative integers
and J ∈ J 6=0ω be generic. The space M
d
r,s(X,L; J) of simple J-holomorphic discs with
boundary on L, homologous to d and having r (resp. s) marked points on their boundaries
(resp. interiors) is an oriented manifold of dimension µL(d)+r+2s whose compactification
has boundaries and corners, see §1.2. It is equipped with an evaluation map at the marked
points denoted by ev :Mdr,s(X,L; J)→ L
r×Xs. Likewise, for every positive integer n and
every d1, . . . , dn ∈ H2(X,L;Z) such that µL(di) > 0 and d1+ · · ·+dn = d, the moduli space
Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J) of simple reducible J-holomorphic discs with n components homologous
to d1, . . . , dn and having r (resp. s) marked points on their boundaries (resp. interiors) is
an oriented manifold of dimension µL(d) + r + 2s whose compactification has boundaries
and corners, see §1.4. It is equipped with an evaluation map at the marked points denoted
by ev :Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J)→ L
r ×Xs.
Let us denote by
◦
Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J) the dense open subset of M
d1,...,dn
r,s (X,L; J) made
of discs whose n components have pairwise disjoint boundaries in L. It is equipped with a
boundary map ∂ : D ∈
◦
Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J) 7→ ∂D ∈ E
n(L,A) in the space of n-components
links of L, see §2.2. Every component of such a link indeed bounds in X and thus under our
hypothesis also bounds a two-chain in L. This open subset thus gets equipped with a locally
constant function of self-linking weight lkn : D ∈
◦
Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J) 7→ lkn(∂D) ∈ A, see
Definition 2.4.
Let finally [Md,r,s(X,L; J)] =
∑∞
n=1
1
n!
∑
d1+···+dn=d
lkn[
◦
Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J)] be the fun-
damental class of the CW -complex Md,r,s(X,L; J) and
ev∗[Md,r,s(X,L; J)] =
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
∑
d1+···+dn=d
lknev∗[
◦
Md1,...,dnr,s (X,L; J)]
be the image of this fundamental class under the evaluation map in the space of chains of
Lr ×Xs with coefficients in A and dimension µL(d) + r + 2s. Note that the sums in the
right hand sides of these equalities are actually finite and that the term 1
n!
compensates
the order of the n-tuples (d1, . . . , dn), since the group of permutation of this set acts by
preserving the fundamental classes.
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Theorem 3.1 Let (X,ω) be a closed symplectic manifold of dimension six. Let L ⊂ X
be a closed orientable Lagrangian submanifold equipped with a Spin structure. Let A
be a commutative ring such that the inclusion L → X induces an injective morphism
H1(L;A) → H1(X;A). Let J
6=0
ω be a connected open subset of the space of almost-
complex structures tamed by ω such that for every J ∈ J 6=0ω , X contains no Maslov zero
J-holomorphic disc with boundary on L. Then, for every d ∈ H2(X,L;Z) of positive
Maslov index, every r ≥ 1, s ≥ 0 and J ∈ J 6=0ω generic, the chain ev∗[Md,r,s(X,L; J)] is
a cycle whose homology class in HµL(d)+r+2s(L
r × Xs;A) does not depend on the generic
choice of J .
When r = 0, Theorem 3.1 does not hold in general, since the CW -complexMd,r,s(X,L; J)
might then have an extra boundary component not contracted under the evaluation map.
This extra component parameterizes discs whose boundary get shrunk to a point, that is
of J-holomorphic spheres meeting L. We restrict ourselves to the open subset J 6=0ω in order
not to have to take into account branched covers of Maslov zero pseudo-holomorphic discs.
Note that when L is a Lagrangian sphere in a Calabi-Yau manifold X, there exists for every
energy bound E a generic almost-complex structure J tamed by ω such that X does not
contain any J-holomorphic disc with boundary on L and energy less than E, see Theorem
1.6 of [18] (or also Corollary 4.3 of [19] , Theorem 4.1 of [20]). Finally, the hypothesis on
the ring A makes it possible to define the self-linking weights (lkn)n≥1 and thus to kill the
boundary components of Mdr,s(X,L; J).
Corollary 3.2 Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1, for every classes α1, . . . , αr ∈
H∗(L;A) and β1, . . . , βs ∈ H
∗(X;A) such that
∑r
i=1 deg(αi)+
∑s
j=1 deg(βj) = µL(d)+r+2s
and
∑r
i=1 deg(αi) > 0, the open Gromov-Witten invariant
GWd(X,L;α1, . . . , αr, β1, . . . , βs) =
∫
ev∗[Md,r,s(X,L;J)]
α1 ∧ · · · ∧ αr ∧ β1 ∧ · · · ∧ βs ∈ A
does not depend on the generic choice of J ∈ J 6=0ω . 
Given generic submanifolds A1, . . . , Ar (resp. B1, . . . , Bs) of L (resp. X) Poincare´
duals to α1, . . . , αr (resp. β1, . . . , βs), the invariant GWd(X,L;α1, . . . , αr, β1, . . . , βs) given
by Corollary 3.2 counts the number of J-holomorphic discs which are either irreducible
or reducible not connected, have boundary on L with total relative homology class d and
which meet A1, . . . , Ar as well as B1, . . . , Bs. These discs are counted with respect to some
sign and are weighted by the self-linking weights of their boundaries.
3.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1
Let J ∈ J 6=0ω be a generic almost-complex structure. The boundary of the chain ev∗[Md,r,s(X,L; J)]
is carried by the image under the evaluation maps of codimension one components of the
boundary ∂Md,r,s(X,L; J) of the moduli space space Md,r,s(X,L; J) in its stable maps
compactification, see [5]. From Gromov’s compactness theorem (see [4]), these codimen-
sion one components are themselves moduli spaces of nodal J-holomorphic discs with
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boundary on L. These nodal discs may contain a priori any number of nodes as well as
spherical components attached to them. Moreover, some of these spherical component
might be multiply covered while the discs might not be simple in the sense of Definition
1.5.
We prove in §3.2.1 that only simple J-holomorphic discs may appear in codimen-
sion one boundary components of ev∗[Md,r,s(X,L; J)], thanks to the hypothesis made
on the absence of Maslov zero disc. We then prove in §3.2.2 thanks to the hypothe-
sis r ≥ 1 that no spherical component may appear in codimension one boundary com-
ponents of ev∗[Md,r,s(X,L; J)], so that the only codimension one boundary components
that may appear parameterize nodal reducible J-holomorphic discs having a unique node.
Finally, we prove in §3.2.3 that each of the latter codimension one boundary compo-
nents have a vanishing weight in the boundary of the chain ev∗[Md,r,s(X,L; J)], which
follows from the key property of the self-linking weight given by Lemma 2.3. It fol-
lows that ev∗[Md,r,s(X,L; J)] is a cycle. Let now J0, J1 be generic elements of J
6=0
ω
and (Jt)t∈[0,1] be a generic path joining J0 to J1. It follows exactly along the same
lines that the boundary of the chain ev∗[Md,r,s(X,L;∪t∈[0,1]Jt)] reduces to the difference
ev∗[Md,r,s(X,L; J1)]−ev∗[Md,r,s(X,L; J0)] in the space of chains of dimension µL(d)+r+2s
in Lr ×Xs. Theorem 3.1 follows.
3.2.1 Theorem of decomposition into simple discs
We recall in this paragraph the theorem of decomposition into simple discs established by
Kwon-Oh and Lazzarini, see [8], [9], [10].
Theorem 3.3 Let L be a closed Lagrangian submanifold of a 2n-dimensional closed
symplectic manifold (X,ω). Let u : (∆, ∂∆)→ (X,L) be a non-constant pseudo-holomorphic
map. Then, there exists a graph G(u) embedded in ∆ such that ∆ \ G(u) has only finitely
many connected components. Moreover, for every connected component D ⊂ ∆ \ G(u),
there exists a surjective map πD : D → ∆, holomorphic on D and continuous on D, as
well as a simple pseudo-holomorphic map uD : ∆→ X such that u|D = uD ◦ πD. The map
πD has a well defined degree mD ∈ N, so that u∗[∆] =
∑
DmD(uD)∗[∆] ∈ H2(X,L;Z), the
sum being taken over all connected components D of ∆ \ G(u). 
The graph G(u) given by Theorem 3.3 is called the frame or non-injectivity graph, see [9],
[10] (or §3.2 of [1]) for its definition.
Here, the Lagrangian L being supposed to be orientable, all Maslov indices of discs with
boundaries on L are even. Moreover, since J is generic, none of these indices are negative by
Theorem 1.6 and then since J ∈ J 6=0ω , they are all greater or equal to two. As a consequence,
as soon as a degree mD given by Theorem 3.3 is greater than one, the codimension of the
image of such discs under the evaluation map in the chain ev∗[Md,r,s(X,L; J)] is at least
two, since this image is carried by simple discs of total Maslov index bounded from above
by µL(d)−2. Moreover, the non-injectivity graphs given by Theorem 3.3 are then trivial in
codimension one, since a pair of simple discs only meet at one point in codimension one, J
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being generic. Hence, the only discs to consider in order to prove Theorem 3.1 are simple
discs.
3.2.2 Pseudo-holomorphic spheres
The condition for a simple J-holomorphic sphere to meet a non-constant J-holomorphic
disc costs two degrees of freedom. Moreover, the Maslov index of such a J-holomorphic
sphere can only increase under branched coverings, J being generic, so that the same
holds for their Fredholm index. As a consequence, the moduli spaces of stable maps
containing spherical components are all of codimension at least two in the compactification
of Md,r,s(X,L; J) and thus do not contribute to the boundary ev∗[Md,r,s(X,L; J)].
Now, the condition for a simple J-holomorphic sphere to meet a constant J-holomorphic
disc costs only one degree of freedom, since such a disc lies in L and the moduli space of
J-holomorphic spheres meeting L is of codimension one in the moduli space of homologous
J-holomorphic spheres. Likewise, the moduli space of reducible J-holomorphic discs with
boundary on L, homologous to d and having exactly one spherical component attached
to a ghost component is of dimension µL(d) − 1 when it has no marked point. If the
disc is irreducible, all the points marked on the boundary of the disc evaluate to the
same image point, so that this stratum is of codimension r + 1 in the compactification of
Md,r,s(X,L; J). Since we assumed that r ≥ 1, this stratum does not contribute to the
boundary of ev∗[Md,r,s(X,L; J)].
If the disc is reducible, the boundary of the ghost component might contain none of the
r marked points. However, from the vanishing property B3 of the self-linking weight given
in §2.2, all self-linking weights of these reducible discs appearing in codimension one vanish.
As a consequence, their contribution to the boundary of the chain ev∗[Md,r,s(X,L; J)] also
vanish.
3.2.3 Contribution of nodal discs
In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we thus now just have to consider the contribution of
nodal discs with a unique node to the boundary of the chain ev∗[Md,r,s(X,L; J)]. These
are the discs studied in §§1.3 and 1.4. Let n ≥ 1 and M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn+1
r,s (X,L; J) be
such a moduli space equipped with its orientation. From Lemma 1.8 we know that
this space, or rather its image under the forgetful map f•, is of codimension one in
Md1,d2,d3,...,dn+1r,s (X,L; J) and canonically cooriented. Let [u
λ
1 , u
λ
2 , u3, . . . , un+1, J, z, ζ]λ∈]−ǫ,ǫ[
be a path ofMd1,...,dn+1r,s (X,L; J) positively transversal to the wallM
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn+1
r,s (X,L; J)
at λ = 0. By definition of the canonical coorientation given by Lemma 1.8 and from the
property of normalization A5 given in §2.2, the linking number lk2(u
λ
1(∂∆), u
λ
2(∂∆)) be-
tween the boundaries of the two first discs increase by one while crossing the parameter
λ = 0.
Let us denote by a− ∈ An+1 (resp. a
+ ∈ An+1) the element of An+1 associated to the link
(uλ1(∂∆), u
λ
2(∂∆), u3(∂∆), . . . , un+1(∂∆)) for λ < 0 (resp. λ > 0), so that its self-linking
weight lkn+1(u
λ
1(∂∆), u
λ
2(∂∆), u3(∂∆), . . . , un+1(∂∆)) equals by definition Φn+1(a
−) (resp.
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Φn+1(a
+)), see §2.2. By definition, a+ = a−+1e, where e denotes the edge of Kn+1 joining
the vertices associated to uλ1(∂∆) and u
λ
2(∂∆). From Proposition 1.9 follows that the chain
[M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn+1
r,s (X,L; J)] contributes to the boundary of lkn+1[
◦
Md1,...,dn+1r,s (X,L; J)] with
the coefficient Φn+1(a
− + 1e)− Φn+1(a
−).
Now, from the same Proposition 1.9 and the additivity property A4 given in §2.2, the
same chain [M
(d1,d2),d3,...,dn+1
r,s (X,L; J)] contributes to the boundary of lkn[
◦
Md1+d2,d3,...,dn+1r,s
(X,L; J)] with the coefficient −Φn◦(ce)∗(a
−). From Lemma 2.3 we conclude by summation
that the contribution of this chain to the boundary of [Md,r,s(X,L; J)] vanishes. Hence
the result. 
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